Abstract-A literally meaning of Steganography is "covered writing". There are several methods of steganography, these include: Image steganography, Audio steganography, Video steganography and Linguistic steganography which use the cover to hide information. Each method has its own algorithm to embedding secret information inside the media "cover". Linguistic steganography is basically hiding information in a text in such a way without making the text suspicious, so we have to take into our account possible characteristics of natural languages. In linguistic steganography, digital numbers like (0010100101001) data is to be encoded to innocuous natural language text by using synonym. In this paper, English language will be used as an instance of natural languages as we will be concerned with the set of all natural language texts. this research tries to employ a set of all synonyms as a way to hide secret message inside a natural language text. The main objective of this paper is to develop a general technique of lexical steganography to support different natural languages texts and decrease the bits used for encoding and increase the information. An evaluation of the proposed method has been carried out. The obtained results are encouraging and promising.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the expand use of computers over the networks and growth of the Communications. This has led to especial security method in computer networks the security for the massage and information has become a necessity for transmitting information. There are two techniques designed to make messages and information transmission more secure through computer networks.
These techniques are: cryptography and steganography both techniques are used to hide information.
The meaning of Steganography is "covered writing", steganography embeds information into a file which can not easily be ruined, but no message exactly is indestructible, so it is to take a piece of information and hide it within a cover. The cover might be some computer files like images, text, sound and videos, For example, when the message is hidden inside an image or a sound file in such a way, people can not figure out that there is extra information inside the image or the sound file, While they are looking at the image or listening to the sound.
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
Several methods of steganography use the cover to hide information. Each method is requested by an algorithm to embedding secret information inside the media "cover". To protect embedding process, the algorithm sometimes uses keyword so the person that knows the secret keyword can access the secret message on the media. In the next sub-section, steganogrophy methods are presented and discussed.
A. Steganogrophy Methods  Image steganography: This is the most common method used to hide secret messages because it is simple to implement without changing the properties of the image. So, it is difficult for people to distinguish between the original image and the modified image after embedding a secret message. The images are represented as arrays of numbers. These numbers represent the light intensity of each pixel. There are two types of digital images. Either 8-bit or 24-bit digital images. There are different techniques used for hiding data inside an image. These are: the least significant bit (LSB), masking and filtering, and the algorithm and transformation.  Audio steganography: Hiding data inside an audio file (frequencies which human can not hear) can be done in the time domain as will as in the spectral domain. There are many audio steganography methods based on embedding capacity and robustness. These include: low bit encoding, Spread spectrum, and Perceptual masking.  Video steganography: This method is similar to the image steganography method and there is no much difference between these two methods. We can say the video steganography is a derivative of image steganography, because the video is a series of images that are transmitted according to a certain way.  Linguistic steganography: The linguistic steganography is basically hiding information in a text. In linguistic steganography, machine-readable data is to be encoded into innocuous natural language text. According to this method, we insert a word into an innocuous natural language text as a simple carrying information without making it suspicious. The linguistic steganography method is safer than other methods. This reason has motivated us to carry out a research in this area. In this paper, we will be concerned with the set of all natural language texts. The proposed technique attempts to employ set of all synonyms as a way to hide a secret message inside a natural language sentence, so that it does not sound suspicious. The above set of sentences can be encoded using known synonyms when there are two distinct sets of synonyms. The first set has five synonyms, while the second set has only two synonyms. The previous set of sentences can be re-written according to the following:
II. LEXICAL STEGANOGRAPHY
Tripoli is a little
All we need to do is to assign binary codeword to each word choice, where we can make word choice in the secret message according to code words.
Tripoli is a little
To apply this encoding on the message, the secret message 110 encodes the sentence "Tripoli is a little decent city ". A problem arises using this method that on block codes each word choice is encoded for fixed number of bits, so, we only use a power of 2 for number of word choices in each set of synonym word.
III. METHODOLOGY
Using the lexical steganography, we could embed many binary numbers in a natural language text without making it suspicious, but the capacity of information is low and the density of bit is high. So, we try in our paper to increase the capacity of information and safe more bits to present the secret message.
The English alphabet set is represented by a set of letter codes. The English alphabet consists of 26 letters. To represent the English alphabet plus a space character, we need 5-bit letter code. The five bits can represent up to 32 letters which obtained by powering 2 to 5 bits. Table I depicts the English alphabet plus the space character and their binary codes. Looking at table I and according to the binary codes, the English set of letters can be classified into three different sub-sets or groups. The first sub-set contains the first eight upper letters (A..H) where the change occurs in the first 3 bits of the letter code while the last two bits are kept unchanged. In this case, the first sub-set can be represented only by 3-bit letter codes instead of 5-bit letter codes. This leads to save 2 bits for each letter in the first sub-set.
The second sub-set is the second eight middle letters (I..P) where the change occurs in the first 4 bits of the letter code, while the last bit is kept unchanged. This group of letters can be represented only by 4-bit letter codes instead of 5-bit letter codes. This means that 1 bit can be saved for each letter in the second group. It is known that the most frequent English letters used to form English words are the English letters (A..P) which represent the first two subsets. The third sub-set consists of the last ten lower letters in Since the English language is rich in vocabulary which means that many adjectives have several synonyms, this has led to propose a method that is thoroughly based on synonyms usage and gave the proposed method some flexibility. Table II shows some English adjectives with their synonyms which are used in the proposed method. Several synonyms of any given word can be used to carry information.
The difficult part of the proposed method is how to represent any given alphabetical letter by all synonyms without causing interference that makes the proposed method embed information inside any general natural language text such as:( news papers, catalogs, advertisement, etc…).
The difficultly takes place as a result of limited and insufficient number of synonyms for each given adjective. It is hard to find an English adjective that has at least 26 synonyms to represent the English alphabet.
To figure out this problem, the set of adjectives synonyms has to be duplicated or tripled in order to cover the remaining letters.
For example, if an English adjective such as clever has about 9 synonyms. This set can not cover all English letters. It only covers the first 10 letters (A..J). To cover the whole alphabet, this set of synonyms has to be tripled to cover the letters. Table III shows different sets of synonyms. A thick horizontal line drawn in table 3 indicates that the end point of the set of synonyms and the start point of copyness. This repetition helps us cover the rest of English letters.
According to this approach, there are two or more different letter codes carried by the same word in a set of synonyms. To identify the letter code that represents a given letter, an illustration example will be presented as follows: Example:
A natural language text (e.g.: English text) is randomly extracted from any particular essay. A secret message has to be embedded inside the selected text. Suppose that the selected text is" I have a clever friend. His name is Ahmed. He has a car. Its color is black."
Our task is to embed the secret message "ok" inside the above selected text.
To embed a secret message inside a text, an encoding algorithm is required. This is referred to as an encoder. On the other hand, a decoding algorithm is needed to retrieve the original secret message from the original text. This function is referred to as a decoder.
The encoder: the main objective of the encoder is to search sequentially a word from the selected text and look for it inside a database. If it is found in the database, then replace it with its synonyms according to the letter code obtained from the secret message .
In our case, the letter code which represents the first letter "o" in our secret message is "1110" The encoder: the main objective of the encoder algorithm is to fetch sequentially words from the selected text. For each fetched word, look for it within a particular database. If a searched word is found in the database, then a set or group of synonyms has been identified and this means that synonyms categorized into sets or groups. Once the set of synonyms has been recognized, the next step is to identify the letter code which represent the first letter in the secret message. In our case, the first letter of our message is "o" which is equivalent to the letter code "1110". The encoder will now pick up the adjective which is equivalent to the letter code from the database. If the chosen adjective is identical to the one found in the text, then nothing to be done. Otherwise, the first adjective found in the text will be replaced by the synonym that is equivalent to the letter code of the first letter in the secret message.
In our example, the first adjective "clever" would be replaced by the synonym "adroit". Our text becomes: "I have adroit friend. His name is Ahmed. He has a car. Its color is black"
The encoder will carry on the same process by looking for the second adjective in the text then fetches it and searches for it in the database to identify its group. Once, the group has been recognized, the encoder reads the second letter in the secret message and tries to find its letter code, then identify the adjective or its synonyms that is equivalent to this letter code.
In our case, the second adjective from our text is "black" would be replaced by the synonym "dark" which is equivalent to the letter code "1010".
Our text becomes:"I have adroit friend. His name is Ahmed. He has a car. Its color is dark".
The encoder algorithm will repeat the previous process until no more adjectives in the text are found.
The decoder: it receives the sent text as a modified file which will be opened and read. The decoder reads words sequentially then looks each word in the database. If the searched word is found, then its equivalent letter code is extracted. As mentioned earlier, our database contains adjective repeated several times. Consequently, the decoder would extract several distinct letter codes for the same adjective because of repetition.
A set of letters equivalent to letter codes would be produced by the decoder for each searched adjective.
In our example, the following set of letters will be generated by the decoder for first searched adjective which is "adroit".The first set is "{e,o,z}.
For the second searched adjective which is "dark", the decoder will produce the following set of letters. The second set is: {a,k,v}.
Finally, the decoder algorithm will try out all possibilities (combinations) among the produced sets of letters, then looks up each possibility in a dictionary of words to retrieve the hidden secret message "ok".
In our case all possibilities are tried as follows:
The first set is "{e,o,z} The second set is: {a,k,v}. This process will generate about 9 possible cases which will be looked up in a dictionary of words. As a result, only one possible case will be found in the dictionary and would be presented by the decoder as the hidden message "ok".
IV. EVALUATION
The proposed method has been evaluated for its correctness using different sets of test data. We have chosen randomly several secret massages and attempted to embed them into randomly chosen text. Each secret massage has been embedded into a text correctly by the encoder algorithm without making the original text suspicious. The process of encoding was successfully accomplished for all test secret messages. On the other hand, the decoder algorithm has also been assessed for its correctness. The results have shown that all sent texts are received embedded with secret messages showing no sign that these text are suspicions.
In addition, the decoder algorithm was able to extract hidden secret message correctly from the received texts. Samples of text and secret messages used to evaluate the proposed method are given as shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig.  3 Evolution of the proposed method in terms of efficiency has shown that large enough text containing sufficient distinct adjective is required to be able to embed a secret message with a specific length. As the secret massage gets larger, the text used to embed this message has to be large enough. This leads to slowness of the proposed method as secret massages become lengthy. Beside, in terms of resources, more space is needed as secret messages get larger. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 , and Fig. 6 show length of the texts in terms of words needed to cover different lengths of secret messages. Fig. 4 shows secret messages of lengths between 1 to 8 words need about 1000 words of text to embed these secret massages. Fig. 5 shows that 2000 words are needed for secret messages of lengths between 1 to 12. Fig. 6 shows that 3000 words are needed for secret message of lengths between1 to 18.
V. CONCLUSION
Linguistic steganography has become one of the important methods in hiding information on the cover, because it uses natural language text to hide information. Consequently, this type of cover is harder to attack than other covers. In this paper, a method for embedding a secret message into any text containing several distinct adjectives has been proposed. A secret message can be embedded into any text without changing the features of the text being used. The proposed method is general and can be used for all natural languages. It is independent of a human language the proposed method is based on applying synonyms of an adjective to cover a secret message. Each set of synonyms has to cover the alphabet. When the text being used to cover a secret massages contains sufficient number of adjectives, then long secret massages would be embedded easily. The results of our experiments have shown that the proposed method was successfully able to embed secret message with different lengths into different texts. Besides the method was successful in extracting and retrieving the hidden secret massage out of the text.
Finally, it can be concluded that the results we have obtained are encouraging and given us high motivation to carry out a research in this area.
VI. FUTURE WORK
An improvement in terms of efficiency of the proposed method has to be carried out.
